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Forced expression of reprogramming factors can
convert somatic cells into induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs). Here we studied genome topology dy-
namics during reprogramming of different somatic
cell types with highly distinct genome conforma-
tions. We find large-scale topologically associated
domain (TAD) repositioning and alterations of tissue-
restricted genomic neighborhoods and chromatin
loops, effectively erasing the somatic-cell-specific
genome structures while establishing an embryonic
stem-cell-like 3D genome. Yet, early passage iPSCs
carry topological hallmarks that enable recognition
of their cell of origin. These hallmarks are not rem-
nants of somatic chromosome topologies. Instead,
the distinguishing topological features are acquired
during reprogramming, as we also find for cell-of-
origin-dependent gene expression patterns.
INTRODUCTION
Somatic cells can be reprogrammed into induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSCs) by overexpression of the transcription factors
OCT4, SOX2, KLF4, and MYC (OSKM) (Takahashi and Yama-
naka, 2006). Regardless of tissue origin, IPSCs possess full
developmental potential in vitro, form teratomas in vivo, and
are even capable of generating ‘‘all-iPSC mice’’ after injection
into tetraploid blastocysts (Zhao et al., 2009). Their ability to
contribute to all tissues makes iPSCs attractive for disease
modeling and for regenerative medicine. Recently, it was re-
ported that the differentiation propensity of iPSCs reflects the tis-
sue of origin, such that neural-derived iPSCs more readily differ-
entiate into neurons, and blood-cell-derived iPSCs are biased
toward the hematopoietic lineage (Bar-Nur et al., 2011; Kim
et al., 2010; Nishino et al., 2011; Polo et al., 2010). This tissue
of origin memory has been shown to be associated with differ-
ences in epigenetic features. Residual DNA methylation markswere found at promoters in early iPSCs, presumably stably
silencing genes that act in specifying lineages other than the
donor cell type (Kim et al., 2010). Early passage iPSCs obtained
from different cell types were also found to have distinct gene
expression profiles. Some of the distinguishing genes appeared
to show residual cell-of-origin-specific transcription, which was
interpreted to reflect memory of the transcriptional status in
founder cells (Polo et al., 2010). The founder-dependent tran-
scription and DNAmethylation profiles were lost upon prolonged
passaging of the iPSCs or after treatment with chromatin-modi-
fying drugs (Kim et al., 2010; Polo et al., 2010).
Different cell types also show distinct 3D chromatin structures
(Dixon et al., 2015; Rao et al., 2014), and genome topology is
increasingly appreciated as an important contributor to genome
functioning. Chromosomes can be subdivided into topologically
associated domains (TADs), structural units within which se-
quences preferentially contact each other (Dixon et al., 2012;
Nora et al., 2012; Sexton et al., 2012). TADs serve to physically
restrain interactions of enhancers with their target gene pro-
moters (Nora et al., 2012). TAD organization is relatively stable
during development, but contacts within TADs can dynamically
change between cell types (Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013). While
some enhancer-promoter contacts seem tissue invariant, others
are specifically established during differentiation, contributing to
tissue-specific transcription programs (de Laat and Duboule,
2013; Rao et al., 2014). To what degree this is also true for higher
levels of structural chromatin organization is not fully understood
yet, but some TADs switch between genomic neighborhoods, or
compartments, in a cell-type-dependent manner (Dixon et al.,
2015; Rao et al., 2014). The genome of embryonic stem cells
(ESCs), for example, uniquely brings together distal chromo-
somal regions that are densely packed with pluripotency factors,
which creates a configuration proposed to contribute to mainte-
nance of pluripotency (de Wit et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has
been shown that the pluripotency genes Nanog and Oct4
make specific long-range interactions in ESC and iPSCs, which
are lost during differentiation (Apostolou et al., 2013; Denholtz
et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2013). However, little is known to what
extent the overall 3D genome of somatic cells and their iPS de-
rivatives differ, how stable such differences are, and how similar
the 3D configurations of iPSC and ESC genomes are.Cell Stem Cell 18, 597–610, May 5, 2016 ª2016 The Authors 597
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Figure 1. Generation of p3 and p20 iPSCs from Somatic Cells Isolated from Reprogrammable Mice
(A) Schematic representation of the generation and analysis of p3 and p20 iPSCs from pre-B cells, neural stem cells (NSCs), macrophages (MF), and mouse
embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) isolated from reprogrammable, OSKM-inducible, Oct4-GFP reporter mice. P3 iPS lines show ESC characteristics. See also
Figure S1.
(B) P3 iPSCs derived from pre-B cells, NSC, MF and MEF show characteristic ESC-like morphology and express GFP from the Oct4-GFP reporter and NANOG
and SSEA-1 proteins.
(C) Chimeras generated by blastocyst injection of p3 iPSCs.Here we show that somatic cell reprogramming is accompa-
nied by massive changes in genome topology, which, irrespec-
tive of the cell type of origin, converge on the 3D structure of
the pluripotent genome. Despite this, distinct topological fea-
tures separate early passage iPSCs according to their cell type
of origin, and these differences seem to be acquired during re-
programming in a founder-cell-dependent manner.
RESULTS
To study how reprogramming of somatic cells affects nuclear or-
ganization, we used reprogrammable, OSKM-inducible, mice
(Carey et al., 2010). We generated three independent iPS cell
lines each from four different founder cell types, i.e., pre-B cells,598 Cell Stem Cell 18, 597–610, May 5, 2016 ª2016 The Authorsbone-marrow-derived macrophages (MF), neural stem cells
(NSCs), and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (Figure 1A).
iPSCs were established after picking of doxy-independent col-
onies at day 20 of reprogramming (15 days of reprogramming
in the presence of doxy + 5 days without doxy) and were
expanded for an additional 3 passages or 20 passages to obtain
early (p3) and late (p20) passage iPS lines, respectively. Both p3
and p20 passage iPSC lines showed characteristic ESC-like
morphology, expressed markers of pluripotency, as shown by
immunofluorescence and fluorescence-activated cell sorting
(FACS), and could be maintained in a transgene-independent
manner (Figures 1B, 2A, and S1A). Furthermore, p3 iPSCs
derived from each cell type gave rise to chimeras upon blasto-
cyst injection (Figure 1C). Importantly, embryoid bodies (EBs)
obtained from the various p3 iPSC lines showed a differentiation
bias toward the cell type of origin (Figure S1B). EBs derived from
pre-B-iPSCs and MF-iPSCs showed higher expression of the
hematopoietic-associated genes Cd45, Cd41, Itgam (Mac-1),
and Hoxb4, while the neuronal-associated genes Nestin and
Pax6 were more highly expressed in EBs derived from NSC-
iPSCs. In contrast, the endoderm associated gene Sox7 showed
no such a bias (Figure S1C). The blood and neural origin bias was
lost in p20 iPSCs (Figure S1D). These findings confirm the tissue-
of-origin memory of early passage iPSCs described previously
(Bar-Nur et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2010; Polo et al., 2010).
To systematically compare the transcriptomes of the four
founder cell types and of their iPSC derivatives, we performed
genome-wide expression analysis. Pre-Bs, NSCs, MFs, and
MEFs had highly divergent transcription profiles yet were very
similar between biological duplicates (Figure 2B). We identified
13,880 unique genes that were differentially expressed (at an
FDR of 0.01) by the four cell types. Reprogramming of the
four somatic cells resulted in loss of tissue-specific expression
programs and yielded transcriptomes that highly correlated
between all iPS lines and strongly corresponded to an ESC-
like expression pattern (Figures 2A and 2B). Similarly, active
enhancer profiles, as defined by histone H3 lysine 27 acetylation
(H3K27ac) were also very different between founder cells
(Creyghton et al., 2010; Lane et al., 2014; Yue et al., 2014) (Fig-
ure 2D) but became highly similar after reprogramming in all
iPSCs (Figures 2C and 2E), with cell-of-origin-specific sites hav-
ing very little residual enhancer marks (Figure 2D).
Although expression profiles in both p3 and p20 iPSCs were
highly correlated, unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the
transcription profiles revealed that p3 passage iPSCs derived
from the same cell of origin clustered together (Figure 2F).
Indeed, 1717 unique genes were differentially expressed (FDR
of 0.05) between p3 iPSCs derived from different founders.
This indicated that the cell type of origin left a mark on transcrip-
tion in fully reprogrammed p3 passage iPSCs. In contrast, p20
iPSCs showed clearly reduced gene expression clustering (Fig-
ure S2A) and only two genes with reproducibly founder-depen-
dent differential expression (FDR of 0.05). This is consistent
with previous reports demonstrating that iPSCs transiently retain
cell-type-of-origin differences in gene expression (Kim et al.,
2010; Polo et al., 2010). To further understand transcriptional dif-
ferences and similarities between p3 passage iPSCs derived
from different cell types, we performed k-means clustering and
identified seven clusters of genes in p3 iPSCs (Figure 2G). To
determine whether their differential expression echoed previ-
ously established transcription patterns in the cells of origin,
we calculated the correlation in expression on a gene-by-gene
basis between founders and iPSCs. For p3 iPSCs the expression
of genes in most clusters showed little correlation with that of the
founders, with the exception of cluster 2 (Figures 2G and S2B)
(p < 0.001, Wilcoxon rank sum test). In agreement, Gene
Ontology analysis using Webgestalt (Zhang et al., 2005) only
showed a clear enrichment of functional categories for cluster
2, namely for genes involved in the immune system and collagen
(Figure S2C). Consistent with this annotation, genes in this clus-
ter are highly expressed in MF-p3 iPSCs and in MEF-p3 iPSCs
but not in NSC-derived iPSCs. Vice versa, when we clustered
genes according to tissue-specific expression patterns in thefounders, we also found no indications for systematic memory
of cell-type-specific expression programs in the corresponding
p3 and p20 iPSCs (Figure S2D). Furthermore, when we selected
tissue-specific genes based on their >4-fold higher expression in
one of the founding somatic cell lines compared the other three,
we found that none of the genes maintained this difference in
transcriptional output in the corresponding iPSCs. Only when
we lowered the threshold for differential expression among
iPSCs to 1.4-fold, a small number of genes (22) were reproduc-
ibly scored across all lineages (16 for MF, 5 for pre-B, 1 for MEF,
and 0 for NSC) as having a founder-specific expression profile.
Collectively, this showed that overall cell-type-specific expres-
sion programs were efficiently erased and replaced by ESC-
like transcription programs during reprogramming. In addition,
reproducible cell-type-of-origin-specific gene expression pat-
terns exist in p3 iPSCs, although only for one gene cluster this
is related to a founder-specific gene expression program. The re-
maining founder-dependent gene expression patterns in p3
iPSCs appear reproducibly acquired during reprogramming,
possibly as a consequence of cell-type-specific reprogramming
events.
Reprogramming Is Accompanied by Massive
Chromosome Topology Changes
To investigate how nuclear organization changes during reprog-
ramming, we used a frequently cutting restriction enzyme (DpnII)
to generate genome-wide Hi-C contact maps for each of the four
founder cell types and their respective p3 and p20 iPSC deriva-
tives. We prepared Hi-C data from two to three independent
clones (with the exception of the NSC founder, from which only
one Hi-C library was created), which we combined for each
cell type, resulting in Hi-C maps based on 39-72M valid reads
(Table S1).
We first compared the overall chromosome organization of the
different cell types by partitioning the genome into regions of
300kb and plotting all interactions between these regions as a
heatmap and a correlation heatmap (Figure 3A; Table S2). As ex-
pected, most interactions occurred in cis and at close distance,
although many long-range contacts beyond the level of TADs
can be observed. Closer inspection of the heatmaps revealed
clear differences in genome folding between the different so-
matic cell types. Reprogramming erased many of these tissue-
specific configurations and created a 3D genome that was highly
similar between all iPS lines. Previous Hi-C studies have shown
that chromosomal regions can be segregated into two main nu-
clear compartments (Lieberman-Aiden et al., 2009). Regions
within the same compartment preferentially interacted with
each other and were highly enriched for, respectively, active
(compartment A) or inactive chromatin (compartment B) (Lieber-
man-Aiden et al., 2009). We found that the distribution of
genomic regions between these compartments differed strongly
between the somatic lines (Figures 3A–3C), with 28% of the
genome located in a different compartment in at least one of
the founders. This percentage is not very different from the
36% of the genome that was found to change compartments
during in vitro differentiation (Dixon et al., 2015). Genes tissue
specifically residing in the A compartment showed increased
expression levels in the corresponding cell type, while those tis-
sue specifically located in the B compartment showed reducedCell Stem Cell 18, 597–610, May 5, 2016 ª2016 The Authors 599
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transcriptional output as compared with that in the other tissues
(Figure S3). An example of such a gene (Ly6d) with tissue-spe-
cific activity and corresponding nuclear location in pre-B cells
is shown in Figure 3D.
For every cell type of origin, reprogramming efficiently erased
the tissue-specific division of genomic regions over the A and B
compartments and induced a compartment structure that is
very similar to what is found in ESCs (Figures 3A–3C). Already
in p3 passage iPSCs, 99.9% of the genome resided in identical
compartments, which increased to 99.95% in p20 iPSCs. For
example, Sox2 was found to be expressed and located in the
active compartment in NSCs, but inactive and located in the B
compartment in the other somatic cell types. Reprogramming
induced the expression of endogenous Sox2 and relocated the
gene to the active compartment in iPSCs derived from pre-B,
MF, and MEF (Figure 3E). Genes that switched compartments
during reprogramming changed their expression levels more
often than genes that did not switch compartments (Figure 3F),
with genes relocating from B to A showing an overall increase
in expression, and vice versa, genes switching from A to B
showing an overall reduction in expression in iPSCs. A similar,
albeit more subtle, correlation between expression changes
and compartment switching was observed before during
in vitro differentiation (Dixon et al., 2015).
These data demonstrate that somatic founder cells generally
structure their chromosomes very differently, but reprogram-
ming induces these differences to disappear and genomes to
adopt an ESC-like higher order structure (Figure 3C). Thus, inde-
pendently of the somatic founder cell type, reprogramming into
iPSCs leads to a convergence of the 3D genomes to an ESC-
like topology.
Reprogramming Establishes Topological Hallmarks of
the Pluripotent Genome
The pluripotent genome was previously found to have some
unique topological features (de Wit et al., 2013; Denholtz et al.,
2013). One such hallmark is the preferential long-range contacts
between regions with high-density binding sites of the pluripo-
tency factors NANOG, OCT4, and SOX2 (de Wit et al., 2013).
To understand whether reprogramming reshapes the genome
to establish this ESC-specific configuration, we performed
paired-end spatial chromatin analysis (PE-SCAn), an algorithm
combining ChIP-seq data with Hi-C data (de Wit et al., 2013).
PE-SCAn applied to founder cells showed, as expected, no
spatial clustering of NANOG-, OCT4-, and SOX2-rich regions.
P3 passage iPSCs, however, did show strong preferential clus-Figure 2. Cell of Origin Influences Gene Expression in p3 iPSCs
(A) Heatmap showing the expression of pluripotency genes in founder cells and
(B) Correlation matrix (Spearman’s r) of expression data of founder cells, p3 iPS
(C) Correlation matrix (Spearman’s r) of H3K27ac ChIP-seq of pro-B, MF, MEFs
(D) Heatmap representing H3K27ac enrichment in pro-B, MF, MEFs, NSCs, and p
each H3K27ac peak was calculated and shown for the indicated cell types.
(E) Heatmap representing H3K27ac enrichment in pro-B, MF, MEFs, NSCs, and
identified in p3 iPSCs.
(F) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of the transcription profiles of p3 iPSCs.
(G) k-means clustering of 1,717 differentially expressed genes between the p3
compared with their median expression level across all experiments) is indicated
and expression difference range (color gradient) are shown.
See also Figure S2.tering of these regions (Figures 4A and 4B). This indicates that
during reprogramming chromosomes are refolded such that
clusters of binding sites of pluripotency factors contact each
other in nuclear space. We found that 3D configurations specific
for somatic cells were simultaneously lost during reprogram-
ming. For example, regions dense in binding sites of PU.1,
an essential factor for the development of immune cells,
showed preferential contacts in pre-B cells but not in the other
somatic cell types or in p3 iPSCs, including the pre-B-cell-
derived lines (Figure 4A). Another interesting example is SOX2,
which is expressed both in NSCs and iPSCs but binds to a
completely different repertoire of sites in the two cell types (Lo-
dato et al., 2013). PE-SCAn analysis revealed that the NSC-spe-
cific SOX2-associated regions exclusively clustered in NSCs,
whereas the ES-specific SOX2-bound regions only did so in
iPSCs (Figure 4B). Altogether, the results demonstrate that re-
programming reshapes the genome to erase somatic cell-type-
specific topological features and establishes a conformation
unique to the pluripotent cell genome.
Reprogramming Alters Domain Organization
Our data so far established that the relative positioning of chro-
mosomal regions is strongly reorganized during reprogramming,
raising the question whether this is also true for more local topo-
logical features such as TADs. To assess how domain organiza-
tion is affected by reprogramming, we annotated TADs in the
Hi-C map from p3 passage iPSCs (Table S3, with a size range
of 20.4 kb to 7.6 Mb, median size 526 kb) and compared chro-
matin interactions in these domains between all cell types.
Recently various reports introduced a domain score, a mea-
sure for the degree of connectivity within a TAD (Chandra
et al., 2015; Dixon et al., 2015). For each TAD we calculated
this domain score as the fraction of intradomain contacts over
its total number of cis contacts (Figure 4C). As seen before
(Dixon et al., 2015), genes in domains with a high domain score
showed higher expression than genes in domains with a lower
score (Figure S4A). A high domain score therefore does not
reflect compaction, but rather compartmentalization of the
domain. In agreement, lamina-associated domains (LADs),
which have been linked with compacted chromatin (Peric-
Hupkes et al., 2010), overlapped mostly with TADs that had a
low domain score (Figure S4B).
Comparing the domain score between the different Hi-Cmaps
revealed a strong correlation between biological replicates,
but not between different somatic cell types (Figure 4D). Tis-
sue-specific genes often resided in TADswith an above average,p3 iPSCs.
Cs, p20 iPSCs, and E14 ESC (n = 2 for all).
, NSCs, and p3 iPSCs.
3 iPSC. The coverage within 3-kb upstream and downstream of the summit of
p3 iPSCs (similar to D). Genomic regions are the combined ChIP-seq peaks
iPSCs. Relative expression change of each differentially expressed gene (as
for the founder cells, p3 iPSC and p20 iPSC (n = 2, for every cell type). Clusters
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cell-type-specific, domain score (Figure S4C). Reprogramming
of the four cell types resulted in highly correlated domain scores
across all iPSCs and similar to the scores measured in ESCs
(Figure 4D). Thus, also at the intra-TAD level reprogramming
was accompanied by large-scale topological changes, resulting
in domains that overall are fairly uniformly organized between all
iPSC lines.
Chromatin Looping Changes at Tissue-Specific Genes
Although our datasets are relatively sparse compared with
published multibillion read datasets (Rao et al., 2014), we
could clearly see chromatin loops at multiple sites in the
genome (exemplified for two genes in Figure 5A). To identify
chromatin loops in a systematic manner, we developed an al-
gorithm that deals with relatively sparse data (see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures). We combined all the p3
iPSC line data into a dataset that contained over 220 million
unique contacts. Based on these data, we identified 5,168
chromatin loops, 97% of which were found within a TAD (Table
S4). The median loop size was 249 kb; 5% spanned less than
99 kb, and 5% spanned more than 590 kb. Intersecting these
loops with CTCF binding sites observed by ChIP-seq in the
iPSCs (see below) revealed that 67% of the chromatin loops
were formed between pairs of CTCF sites. Consistent with
previous reports (Rao et al., 2014), the participating CTCF sites
were found overwhelmingly oriented in a convergent manner
(Figure S5A). Analysis of the Hi-C datasets of the founder tis-
sues revealed 2,741, 2,666, 846, 536 loops for pre-B cells,
NSCs, MEFs, and MF, respectively (Table S4), which is in
line with the number of informative read pairs sequenced per
library.
To study the structural dynamics during reprogramming at the
level of chromatin loops, we developed a Hi-C meta-loop anal-
ysis (Figure S5B). In this analysis, we aligned one of our Hi-C da-
tasets on the loop calling data from another Hi-C dataset, scaled
the data between the beginning and end of each loop, and
projected all contact maps on top of each other. The resulting
plots visualize whether loops scored in one tissue are overall
conserved in other tissues. When we performed a meta-loop
analysis of the p3 iPS loops in E14 ESC Hi-C data, we found a
strong enrichment of contacts at the site of the loops (Figure 5B),
showing that most loops called in iPSCs were conserved in
ESCs. When we intersected the same iPS loops with Hi-C data
from the founder tissues, we also found enrichment of contacts
at the site of the loops (shown for pre-B cells in Figure 5B). Thus,
the majority of chromatin loops scored in iPSCs is tissue
invariable.Figure 3. Reprogramming Is Accompanied by Massive Chromosome T
(A) Normalized Hi-C contact frequency heatmap (top) and correlation heatmap (b
(B) The first eigenvector of the Hi-C correlation matrix is plotted along the linea
segmentation. Grey bars indicate regions located in differential compartments in
(C) Scatterplot of the eigenvector for all 300-kb regions in the genome comparing
(black).
(D) Expression and A/B compartment location of the pre-B-specific Ly6d gene. B
(E) Expression and A/B compartment location of the Sox2 gene. Box indicates c
(F) Distribution of gene expression change for genes that switched from the B
compartments (gray). Genes that relocated from the B compartment to the A com
with genes that did not switch compartments, while genes that switched from thWe then defined founder-specific loops as those being pre-
sent in a given cell type but absent in all other somatic cell types.
We could identify tissue-specific loops in pre-B, NSC, and iPSCs
(346, 27, and 246, respectively). Genes associated with pre-B
cell-specific loops were expressed significantly higher in pre-B
cells than in the other cells (p < 0.0001, for all comparisons, Wil-
coxon rank sum test; Figures 5C and S5C), supporting the idea
that lineage-restricted chromatin loops contribute to tissue-spe-
cific transcriptional activity (Rao et al., 2014). We next asked
whether such somatic cell-type-specific loops are retained in
the corresponding iPSCs. Figure 5D shows that in general this
was not the case. When we took the pre-B cell-specific chro-
matin loops, the meta-loop plot of pre-B cell derived iPSCs no
longer showed preferential contacts between the loop anchors:
in fact, the plot looked identical to that of another iPS line or of
NSCs (Figure 5D). In all tissues, however, the intervening se-
quences appeared to form contact domains even in the absence
of an encompassing chromatin loop. The expression bias seen in
somatic cells (Figure 5C) disappeared with the loss of tissue-
specific loops during reprogramming. Thus, the genes involved
in pre-B-cell-specific chromatin loops, which are more highly
expressed in pre-B cells than in other somatic cells, showed
no residual increased expression in pre-B-derived iPSCs as
compared with other iPSCs (Figure S5D). In addition, when in-
specting individual gene loci, we could clearly see the disappear-
ance of tissue-specific chromatin loops. For example, Ikaros,
Ctgf, Anks1b, and F7 loci all contained strong chromatin loops
in pre-B, MEF, NSC, and MF, respectively, of which most disap-
peared during reprogramming (Figure 5E). While the Hi-C metal-
oop analysis showed that the majority of founder-specific chro-
matin loops dissolve during reprogramming, it still remained
possible that rare but possibly important tissue-specific loops
are transmitted to their iPSC derivatives. To investigate this in
more detail, we visually inspected the 346 pre-B-specific loops
in the Hi-C datasets of pre-B cells and its reprogrammed deriv-
atives. Also, upon visual inspection, the great majority (326) of
these loops was found to dissolve upon reprogramming (for
example, see Figure 5E). Twenty pre-B cell loops also showed
an (often weak) looping signal in the pre-B derived p3 iPSCs,
but 17 of these also had a looping signal in one or more of the un-
related iPSCs (for examples, see Figure S5E). The three pre-B-
cell-specific loops that were transmitted to and exclusively
detectable in pre-B-derived iPSCs located near Mcl1, Ccdc69,
and Amph genes not known to be important for B cell identity.
We therefore find no evidence for looping memory and conclude
that tissue-specific chromatin loops near cell identity genes
effectively dissolve during reprogramming.opology Changes
ottom) at 300-kb resolution for chr13.
r sequence of chr13 and used as the A (orange) and B (blue) compartment
one of the cell lines.
the founders (blue), the p3 iPSC (red), and the p3 iPSC compared with E14 ESC
ox indicates chromosomal position of Ly6d. See also Figure S3.
hromosomal position of Sox2.
to A compartment (orange), from the A to the B (blue) or that did not switch
partment during reprogramming showed an increase in expression compared
e A to the B compartment showed reduced expression in iPSCs.
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Figure 4. Reprogramming Establishes Topological Hallmarks of the Pluripotent Genome
(A) PE-SCAn analysis plots in which long-range intrachromosomal Hi-C contacts (>5Mb) in pre-B and corresponding p3 iPSC are aligned to ChIP-seq binding site
clusters (more than five sites in 50 kb) of PU.1 in B cells (top) and OCT4 in ESCs (bottom).
(B) Same as (A), but using Hi-C data from NSC and corresponding p3 iPSC and SOX2 binding site clusters in NPCs (top) and ESCs (bottom).
(C) Schematic explaining the domain score.
(D) Correlationmatrix (Spearman’s r) of the domain score for pre-B (n = 2), MF (n = 2), MEFs (n = 3), NSCs (n = 1) and p3 and p20 iPSCs derived from pre-B (n = 3),
MF (n = 3), MEFs (n = 3), and NSCs (n = 3).
See also Figure S4.Next, we analyzed the iPSC-specific loops in more detail. In-
tersections with other Hi-C data showed that these loops were
also present in ESCs but absent in all founder Hi-C datasets (Fig-
ure 5F). This confirmed that they were formed de novo during re-604 Cell Stem Cell 18, 597–610, May 5, 2016 ª2016 The Authorsprogramming and were specific for pluripotent cells. When we
checked the individual loci involved, we noticed that they often
contained pluripotency genes, including Sox2, Prdm14, Nanog,
Fgf4, and Sox1 (Figure 5G). Thus, while many chromatin loops,
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particularly those between domain boundaries, were conserved
between ESCs, iPSCs and somatic cells types, there were also
tissue-specific chromatin loops that contributed to cell-specific
expression programs. During reprogramming, most somatic
cell-specific loops were lost while new specific regulatory con-
tacts, often involving pluripotency genes, were established.
We considered the possibility that not all important pluripotent
loops are properly established during reprogramming. Our Hi-C
datasets were of insufficient resolution to conclusively analyze
this, but to get an impression, we focused on 207 loci previously
established to contain super-enhancers in ESCs (Whyte et al.,
2013), reasoning that the topologies of these loci are likely impor-
tant for pluripotency. We could appreciate chromatin loops at 84
of these loci in ESCs, 37 of which were not appreciable in our
pre-B Hi-C dataset. All but two of these loops were also detect-
able in the iPSC Hi-C data (for examples, see Figures S5F and
S5G). The exceptions included the genes Tsc22d1 and, interest-
ingly, Sall4, a known key pluripotency gene, where ES-specific
loops were less appreciable in iPSCs. Sall4 expression was
nevertheless induced in all iPSCs (Figure 2A), making it difficult
to judge the functional significance of these differential DNA
contacts. We conclude that reprogramming is accompanied by
efficient loop formation at nearly all analyzed key pluripotent reg-
ulatory sequences, demonstrating that it robustly reshapes the
chromatin not only at the TAD but also at the sub-TAD level to
adopt a pluripotent conformation.
Acquisition of a Cell-of-Origin-Dependent 3D Genome
during Reprogramming
To further search for a possible topological memory during re-
programming, we asked whether structural domains exist which
keep a tissue-restricted positioning in either the A or B compart-
ment during reprogramming. As shown before, nearly all do-
mains adopted the same nuclear environment in p3 passage
iPSCs irrespective of their cell of origin (Figure 3). Only three
domains in pre-B cells and none in the other founder lines
were found to maintain a cell-of-origin-specific location during
reprogramming. The fact that only in pre-B cells a few domains
memorized their founder-specific location during reprogram-
ming suggests that topological memory during reprogramming,
if it exists, is not detectable at this level of genome organization.
We then looked at the domain score; as explained before, this
gives ameasure for intra-TAD connectivity. Unsupervised hierar-
chical clustering based on the domain score revealed that, with
three exceptions, all p3 iPSC lines clustered based on their cell of
origin (Figure 6A). Intriguingly, the three exceptions (oneMf, one
MEF, and one NSC-derived iPSC line) were the only three lines
showing aneuploidy, carrying an extra copy of a chromosome
(Figure S6A). Such genomic instability during reprogramming(B) Meta-loop analysis of all loops identified in p3 iPSCs. Hi-C data from all p3 iPS
pre-B cells (lower triangle). Loops are scaled to have the same size. In addition t
genome downstream of the loop are shown. See also Figure S5.
(C) Absolute gene expression for genes located in pre-B-cell-specific loops.
(D) Meta-loop analysis of pre-B-specific loops.
(E) Hi-C interaction heatmap at the Ikaros, Ctgf, Anks1b, and F7 loci.
(F) Meta-loop analysis of iPSC-specific loops.
(G) Hi-C interaction heatmap for pre-B cells (upper triangle) and pre-B p3 iPSC (low
Sox2 andNanog loci correspond to previously identified loops in ESC and iPSC us
2013).
606 Cell Stem Cell 18, 597–610, May 5, 2016 ª2016 The Authorshas been reported before (Weissbein et al., 2014). To identify
the domains with a cell-of-origin-specific topology, we carried
out k-means clustering on domain scores from p3 iPSCs lines
with a normal karyotype. Figure 6B shows clusters of domains
grouped according to conserved differences in domain score
across the four types of p3 iPSCs. Unexpectedly, the same
domain clusters in the founders showed uncorrelated scores
within and between tissues, indicating that the cell-of-origin-
dependent domain structures are not reflective of residual
founder-specific structures and therefore not a consequence
of 3D memory. To further understand, this we again performed
k-means clustering but now based on the domain scores
measured in the founder lines (Figure 6C). Seven distinct clusters
of domains with unique founder-dependent structures could be
delineated, but their tissue-restricted architectural features were
not appreciable in either p3 or p20 iPSCs and were therefore
efficiently erased during reprogramming. Indeed, there was no
significant overlap between the founder and p3 iPSC defining
domains (p = 0.3, hypergeometric test). Collectively, this shows
that the 3D genome of iPSCs carries features that allow linking
the cells to their cell of origin. These topological features, how-
ever, are not remnants of founder-specific 3D structures and
therefore do not reflect ‘‘memory.’’ Rather, we propose that
these distinguishing topological domain features are acquired
during reprogramming in a reproducible and cell-of-origin-
dependent manner.
Exploring the Cell-of-Origin-Dependent Topological
Features
To explore the origin of founder-dependent domain structures,
we first investigated whether they are associated with distinct
expression patterns in p3 iPSCs. For this, we intersected the
clusters of structural domains with the clusters of genes that
showed cell-of-origin-dependent expression patterns in p3
iPSCs. No correlation was observed (data not shown), not
even when considering all expressed genes in these domains
and asking whether the domains showed any distinguishable
transcriptional output in p3 iPSCs (Figure 6D). Thus, there seems
no (causal) relationship between domains having a cell-of-origin-
specific topology in p3 iPSCs and the expression of genes con-
tained within these domains.
One could speculate that the erasure of founder-specific tran-
scription programs is accompanied by tissue-restricted deposi-
tion of epigenetic marks at the corresponding genes, which, if
maintained during reprogramming, causes cell-of-origin-spe-
cific structural features in p3 iPSCs. To investigate this, we per-
formed an identical analysis as above, but now intersecting the
Hi-C data from p3 iPSCs with founder-specific transcriptome
data. Two iPSC clusters with cell-of-origin-specific domainCs combined (upper triangle) are compared with Hi-C data from E14 ESC and
o the loop itself also 50% of the genome upstream of the loop and 50% of the
er triangle) at theSox2,Prdm14,Nanog, Fgf4, andSox1 loci. Arrowheads at the
ing 3C and 5C (Apostolou et al., 2013; Kagey et al., 2010; Phillips-Cremins et al.,
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Somatic cell reprogramming is accompanied by massive changes in the so-
matic-cell-specific 3D genome and expression program, which, irrespective of
the cell type of origin, induces convergence to an ESC-like 3D genome and
expression program. Despite this, distinct topological features and differential
gene expression separate p3 iPSCs according to their cell type of origin and
those seem acquired during reprogramming in a cell type of origin dependent
manner. These early iPSC distinct features are lost upon continued passaging.scores were significantly enriched for genes with a founder-spe-
cific expression signature. Also, for some clusters, the overall
transcriptional output differed specifically in the corresponding
founder cells (Figure 6D).
Finally, we askedwhether CTCF, a key chromatin architectural
protein, could be involved in the establishment of specific struc-
tural features during reprogramming. For this, we performed
CTCF ChIP-seq experiments, using a total of eight p3 and eight
p20 iPSC lines, i.e., in duplicate for all founder tissues (Fig-
ure S6B). Already at p3, 50091 CTCF binding sites were shared
between all eight iPSC lines. Reproducible, cell-of-origin-depen-
dent differential CTCF binding sites were also observed, but
these were relatively rare (327 for pre-B, 136 for NSC, 143 for
MF, and 116 for MEF iPSCs) and showed low ChIP-seq scores
(Figure S6C). Most of the differential cell-of-origin CTCF binding
sites in p3 iPSCs were still conserved in the corresponding p20
iPSCs (Figure 6F). However, they were not detectable as CTCF
bound sites in the corresponding founder cells, as judged from608 Cell Stem Cell 18, 597–610, May 5, 2016 ª2016 The Authorspublished ChIP-seq data. Thus, as also concluded for founder-
associated expression patterns and domain structures, the
founder-associated CTCF binding events observed in p3 iPSCs
seem to have been acquired during reprogramming, rather than
representing memory. Moreover, they were not enriched in any
of the p3 passage structural domain clusters, implying that the
cell-of-origin-specific 3D genome features are not related to
rare and weak differential, cell-of-origin-associated, CTCF-bind-
ing events.
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that somatic cell genomes have highly
distinct 3D structures that after cell reprogramming into iPSCs
converge into an ESC-like topology. We find that reprogramming
induces (1) large-scale switching of TADs between the A and B
compartments, (2) the disassembly of inter-TAD contacts medi-
ated by founder-specific transcription factors and the construc-
tion of new contacts mediated by pluripotency factors, and (3)
the disruption of founder-specific chromatin loops and de novo
establishment of pluripotent chromatin loops. Interestingly,
despite these massive structural reorganizations that reproduc-
ibly induce nearly identical, ESC-like, 3D genomes across all
different iPS cell lines, p3 passage iPSCs derived from different
somatic cell types can still be distinguished based on specific
genome topology features (Figure 7). The cells can also be
distinguished based on their expression signatures (Figure 2F),
as reported before (Polo et al., 2010). In addition to the cell-of-
origin-specific topological features and expression patterns
in iPSCs, we observe founder cell-associated CTCF-binding
events. However, differing from previous studies, our systematic
analyses suggest that in general the cell-of-origin-specific ex-
pression patterns in iPSC lines do not reflect residual expression
patterns inherited from the respective founders. Similarly, the
cell-of-origin-specific topological features that we observe in
iPSCs are not architectural features of the founder genomes
that survived topological reorganization during reprogramming.
The same is true for the cell-of-origin-dependent CTCF binding
events that we observe in iPSCs; we find no evidence that they
were already occupied by CTCF in the somatic founder cells.
Instead, in all instances, these patterns seem to be acquired dur-
ing reprogramming in a reproducible and cell-of-origin-specific
manner. The finding that expression of most cell-type-specific
genes can no longer be detected in iPSCs may reflect the fact
that efficient erasure of somatic-cell-specific transcription pro-
grams is a prerequisite for the establishment of a pluripotent
cell population (Buganim et al., 2013). Similarly, our data suggest
that iPSCs can only tolerate architectural fluctuations and
changes in CTCF binding events that do not challenge, via their
impact on gene expression, the establishment, andmaintenance
of the pluripotent state. As such, we propose they represent
innocuous side effects of reprogramming.
The observation that iPSCs derived from different somatic cell
types have distinct transcriptional and genome topology fea-
tures seems best explained by assuming that different somatic
cell types follow distinct reprogramming trajectories. Consistent
with this idea, single-cell expression analyses during reprogram-
ming of MEFs into iPSCs identified the transient expression of a
unique set of surface markers absent in both fibroblasts and iPS
cells, revealing transitions through distinct intermediate stages
(Lujan et al., 2015; O’Malley et al., 2013). Furthermore, MEFs
may follow different paths, depending on the reprogramming
method used (Zunder et al., 2015). While little is known about
the reprogramming paths in cell types other than fibroblasts,
the reactivation sequence of pluripotency genes during reprog-
ramming has been shown to differ between MEFs and pre-B
cells (Buganim et al., 2012; Di Stefano et al., 2014; O’Malley
et al., 2013), supporting the idea that different cell types may
exhibit distinct reprogramming trajectories. Future research is
necessary to uncover the molecular basis of the correlation be-
tween the distinct reprogramming trajectories, tissue-specific
gene expression signatures, and genome topologies in the
different cell-of-origin-derived iPSCs.
It has been reported that low passage iPSCs harbor residual
DNAmethylation signatures characteristic of their somatic tissue
of origin, and these have been suggested to explain the cells’
biases in differentiation potential (Kim et al., 2010). Whether
differential methylation is also linked to the distinct topological
features that we have observed in p3 iPSCs remains to be
investigated. However, given the effective replacement of a
founder-specific 3D genome by a pluripotent 3D genome during
reprogramming, plus the fact that the distinctive structural fea-
tures are subtle and not reflective of architectural hallmarks of
the founder genome, we consider it unlikely that the cell-of-
origin-specific differentiation bias seen in early iPSCs is a conse-
quence of specific topological features.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Additional information and details regarding this work may be found in the
Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Reprogramming
Pre-B cells, MEFs, MF, and NSCs were isolated from a ‘‘reprogrammable
mouse’’ line containing a doxycycline-inducible OSKM cassette, the reverse
tetracycline transactivator (rtTA) (Carey et al., 2010), and anOct4-GFP reporter
transgene (Boiani et al., 2002), as described (Di Stefano et al., 2014). Re-
programming experiments with pre-B cells were performed as previously
described (Di Stefano et al., 2014); with MEFs, macrophages and NSCs
were conducted by plating 100,000 cells per well on gelatinized plates seeded
with irradiated MEFs, using ESC medium supplemented with 2 mg/ml of doxy-
cycline. For the isolation of iPSC lines, doxycycline was washed out after
15 days of reprogramming, and colonies with ESC-like morphology were
picked at 20 days before further passaging. iPSC lines were expanded for
an additional 9 days (three passages) to obtain P3 iPS cell lines or for 20 pas-
sages to obtain P20 iPS cell lines. Detailed information on cell culture and char-
acterization of the iPSCs is provided in the Supplemental Experimental
Procedures.
ChIP-Seq
ChIP experiments were performed as described previously (van Oevelen et al.,
2008) using an antibody against H3K27ac (ab4729, Abcam) and CTCF (Milli-
pore, 07-729). Detailed information is provided in the Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures.
Hi-C
Pre-B cells, MEFs, NSCs, iPSCs, and E14 ESCs were cross-linked and further
processed as DpnII 3C template, as previously described (Splinter et al., 2012).
Libraries for paired-end sequencing were generated from sonicated, 500- to
800-bp size-selected, 3C templates using the TruSeq DNA LT Sample Prep
Kit (Illumina). Detailed information on Hi-C template generation and Hi-C
data analysis is provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.Hi-C eigenvalues, Domain segmentation in iPSC p3, and a list with genomic
coordinates of all the called chromatin loops can be found in the Tables S2,
S3, and S4, respectively.
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